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Q1) A big manufacturing Company employing more than thousand workers both 

in the factory and the office seeks your advice as risk manager to cover 
various risks. The company owns 200 hundred motor vehicles comprising 
cars for the executive, trucks and goods carrier for use in the factory. Give 
your report suggesting the various types of cover the company should take 
giving reasons.   

 
 
 
 
 

(10) 
   

Q2) You are requested to calculate the premium rates for private motor car 
business for the next year. Till now the industry was under a tariff regime and 
your Company was in business for the last 4 years. Please indicate the data 
required and what investigations you will carry out before calculating the new 
rates. What are the constraints likely to arise in setting up the new rates?   

 
 
 
 

(40) 
   

Q3) A General Insurance Company dealing in Commercial and personal lines of 
business is growing rapidly. The gross written premium income for the last 
three financial years is as follow: 
 
F.Y.2003-2004   600 crores of Rupees 
F.Y.2004-2005   800 crores of Rupees 
F.Y.2005-2006   1000 crores of Rupees 
 
The gross incurred loss ratio is 80% and the net incurred loss is 75% of the 
gross incurred claims. Due to heavy rains in July 2005, there were a number 
of claims resulting in an additional flood loss of Rs.450 crores and the 
Company could recover Rs.420 crores under its catastrophe cover. The 
catastrophe cover provided one reinstatement with full cost. Calculate the 
impact of the catastrophic loss on MCR (Minimum Solvency margin).  The 
Company’s Capital and reserves is Rs.150crores and MCR is calculated on 
premium basis at 20% and on claims basis at 30%. This is further reduced by 
a factor equal to net incurred divided by gross inurred claims but in any case 
not less than 0.70. 
• Briefly indicate the impact of the flood loss on reinsurance, claims and 

underwriting.  
• Describe the different ways of treating large losses in the claim 

triangulation for the purpose of establishing reserves? 
• State the advantages and disadvantages of each approach? 
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